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Relationships Bundle - 3 Articles for 33% Off!Written by Wallace D. Wattles, author of The
Science of Getting Rich, and edited and annotated by Tony Mase, a serious student of his
works, these special enhanced versions of A Second Courtship, Courtship by Absent
Treatment, and Marital Unhappiness: A New Remedy include:Updated language, sentence and
paragraph structure for easier, faster reading.Article summaries for better understanding.A
glossary with simple definitions of important words and phrases.Self-study questions that
provide a review and outline of key concepts.Introductions to point you in the right
direction.Conclusions to make sure you didnt miss anything important along the way.As an
added bonus, the original texts of A Second Courtship, Courtship by Absent Treatment,
Marital Unhappiness: A New Remedy are also included for you to read or refer to should you
desire to do so, essentially giving you six articles for 33% less than the price of three!Heres
what youll get in this specially priced three article bundle:A Second CourtshipCore Article
Length: 1,775 WordsFirst published in 1909 as an article in Munseys Magazine, a leading
magazine of its day, A Second Courtship by Wallace D. Wattles, whos best known for his
classic masterpiece The Science of Getting Rich, is a fictional case study of how one man
saved his failed marriage from an almost certain divorce by instituting a second courtship with
his wife.Important Note! What youll learn from this article can be applied to most any troubled
relationship, marital or otherwise.Courtship by Absent TreatmentCore Article Length: 1,473
WordsFirst published in 1908 as an article in Munseys Magazine, a leading magazine of its
day, Courtship by Absent Treatment by Wallace D. Wattles, whos best known for his classic
masterpiece The Science of Getting Rich, is a fictional case study of how one man used absent
treatment to convince the woman he loved to marry him.Marital Unhappiness: A New
RemedyCore Article Length: 1,039 WordsFirst published in 1908 as an article in Elizabeth
Townes The Nautilus, the leading new thought magazine of its day, and later republished in
booklet form as Marital Unrest: A New Remedy, Marital Unhappiness: A New Remedy by
Wallace D. Wattles, whos best known for his classic masterpiece The Science of Getting Rich,
will show you exactly how any married couple, no matter how incompatible, can develop true
marriage love and live happily and successfully together.Important Note! The remedy for
marital unhappiness contained in this article can be applied to most any troubled relationship,
marital or otherwise.Want a Discounted Price On These Three Articles?Then...Scroll up, click
or tap the buy button, and save 33% today!
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